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Background. Situational judgement tests (SJTs) measure non-cognitive attributes and

have recently drawn attention as a selection method for initial teacher education

programmes. To date, very little is known about adverse impact in teacher selection SJT

performance.

Aims. This study aimed to shed light on adverse effects of gender, ethnicity, and socio-

economic status (SES) on SJT scores, by exploring both main effects and interactions, and

considering both overall SJT performance and separate SJT domain scores (mindset,

emotion regulation, and conscientiousness).

Sample. A total of 2,808 prospective teachers from theUnited Kingdom completed the

SJTs as part of the initial stage of selection into a teacher education programme.

Methods. In addition to SJT scores, the variables gender (female vs. male), ethnicity

(majority group vs. minority group), and home SES background (higher SES status vs.

lower SES status) were used in the analyses. Regression models and moderated

regression models were employed.

Results and conclusions. Results from the regression models revealed that gender

effects (females scoring higher than males) were restricted to emotion regulation, while

ethnicity effects (ethnic majority group members scoring higher than ethnic minority

group members) emerged for SJT overall scores and all three domains. Moderated

regression modelling results furthermore showed significant interactions (gender and

ethnicity) for SJT overall scores and two domains. Considering the importance of

reducing subgroup differences in selection test scores to ensure equal access to teacher

education, this study’s findings are a critical contribution. The partially differentiated

results for overall vs. domain-specific scores point towards the promise of applying a

domain-level perspective in research on teacher selection SJTs.

Diversifying the teacher workforce has long been a concern of educational policy (e.g.,
Kirby,Berands,&Naftel, 1999).However, limitedprogresshasbeenmade to reach this goal

(e.g., Albert Shanker Institute, 2015; OECD, 2016), as indicated by the relative scarcity of
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minority group teachers (e.g., Nguyen & Redding, 2018) or male teachers in areas such as

primary education (OECD, 2016). Focusingon the selectionmethodsusedby initial teacher

education (ITE) providers, and exploring and eventually overcoming the potential adverse

impact of selection tests can be seen as one starting point to widening participation.
Adverse impact in selection practices occurs if the selection rate for a designated minority

group is lower than that for the majority group, leading to systematic disadvantages for

minority group members in the selection process (e.g., Ng & Sears, 2010).

Over the last few years, situational judgement tests (SJTs) have increasingly been used

to inform decisions for personnel selection and for selection into different degree

programmes (e.g., for medical school applicants, Fröhlich, Kahmann, & Kadmon, 2017;

Lievens, 2013) and they have, more recently, successfully been applied in research on

teacher selection (Klassen et al., 2017; Klassen, Durksen, Rowett, & Patterson, 2014;
Klassen, Kim, Rushby, & Bardach, 2020). In a SJT, applicants are presentedwith scenarios

they are likely to encounter during employment in the field. Following a contextualized

description of each scenario, several potential ways to respond to the situation are

provided, and the applicant has to judge the effectiveness of each response (e.g.,

Oostrom, Born, Serlie, & van derMolen, 2010). A solid body of evidence has been amassed

on the criterion-related validity of SJTs (e.g., Teng, Brannick, & Borman, 2019) and their

incremental validity over-and-above cognitive ability and personality tests (e.g., Christian,

Edwards, & Bradeley, 2010), providing empirical support for their widespread use in
selection settings. Moreover, it has been shown that SJTs produce fewer subgroup

differences than cognitive ability tests (e.g., Lievens, Peeters, & Schollaert, 2008; Whetzel

& McDaniel, 2009). Still, the existing body of SJT literature also documents, for instance,

ethnicity and gender effects, with members of ethnic majority groups typically

outperforming those of minority groups and with females outperforming males (e.g.,

Lievens, Patterson, Corstjens, Martin, & Nicholson, 2016; for a meta-analysis seeWhetzel,

McDaniel, & Nguyen, 2008).

To date, potential subgroup differences in SJT performance have not yet been
sufficiently addressed in the context of teacher education. Gaining a better understanding

of subgroup differences in teacher selection SJTs is critical from both a practical and

theoretical viewpoint. Practically, ITE providers are challenged to make well-informed

decisions regardingwhich selection tests to use, andwhich ones to replace or to abandon.

Hence, they need comprehensive information on the characteristics of selection tests

such as SJTs, including information on potential adverse impacts, in order to weigh

advantages and disadvantages before deciding. Theoretically, we lack knowledge on the

functioning of SJTs in subgroups of teacher applicants and carrying over assumptions
from other populations (e.g., medical education students) might be inappropriate as

different programmes attract different students with different motivations, abilities,

career intentions, and attributes. Hence, a teacher education-specific perspective on SJTs

and subgroup effects is warranted, calling for studies on SJTs conducted in the context of

teacher education.

The present work therefore investigated key issues surrounding adverse impact in

terms of gender, ethnicity, and socio-economic status (SES) on teacher selection SJT

performance.With the aimof advancing the current knowledge of subgroup differences in
SJT scores and providing potentially useful information for selection practice, we

investigated both overall SJT scores and analysed the role of constructs with more

granularity by considering scores on separate SJT domains (conscientiousness, mindset,

emotion regulation). In addition to exploringmain effects of gender, SES, and ethnicity and

to provide information that benefits both research and practice, we furthermore strove to
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achieve a more profound understanding by gaining insights into how these individual

difference variables interact in predicting prospective teachers’ SJT performance.

Teacher selection

‘Teacher quality’ constitutes the single most important school variable affecting student

achievement (OECD, 2005) and being taught by an (in) effective teacher has long-term

implications beyond students’ school careers. For example, a study by Chetty et al. (2014)

showed that students exposed to more effective teachers were more likely to attend

college and earn higher salaries. To date, widespread consensus among researchers,

economists, educators, and policymakers has been reached that improving the teacher

workforce should lead to improved educational outcomes (e.g., Burroughs et al., 2019;
Hanushek & Rivkin, 2012). Thereby, the selection of prospective teachers has been

identified as a promising strategy to raise teacher quality (Klassen et al., 2014).

In the United Kingdom,where the data from this studywere collected, applicantswho

are interested in training to become a teacher typically undergo a selection process

consisting of three steps: First, they have to pass screening checks to ensure successful

completion of appropriate qualifications, which is usually a first degree in a teachable

subject area. Second, they need to successfully complete national-level literacy and

numeracy tests (although this has recently been eliminated). Third, they have to
participate in a face-to-face interview or assessment centre that includes a range of

activities. The push to improve the quality of the teacher workforce (e.g., UK House of

Commons Education Committee, 2012), however, has led to a growing interest in the

development of new teacher selection methods, such as SJTs, to complement existing

selection methods (e.g., Klassen et al., 2017; Klassen & Kim, 2017).

Using SJTs to assess prospective teachers’ non-cognitive attributes
Situational judgement tests have been introduced to selection for teacher education as a

way to improve the measurement of non-cognitive attributes, such as motivation and

personality, at the point of selection into initial teacher training (see Klassen et al., 2014,

2018; Klassen & Kim, 2017 for an overview). A valid assessment of prospective teachers’

non-cognitive attributes is critical, as non-cognitive attributes have relatively consistently

been linked to teaching performance (e.g., Kim, Jörg, & Klassen, 2019; Klassen & Tze,

2014). Moreover, non-cognitive attributes might be at least as important as cognitive

attributes, given that the latter show, at best, weak relations to teaching performance (for
research syntheses see Aloe & Becker, 2009; Bardach & Klassen, 2020; D’Agostino &

Powers, 2009). In contrast to conventional self-report questionnaires, SJTs hold the

advantage of being less susceptible to socially desirable responses and faking (e.g.,

Nguyen, Bidermann, & McDaniel, 2005; Olaru et al., 2019), because they more indirectly

and implicitly assess applicants’ judgements of (in)appropriate responses (Johnson &

Saboe, 2011; Motowidlo & Beier, 2010).

While the teacher selection SJTs cover several domains of non-cognitive attributes (see

e.g., Klassen et al., 2014, 2017, 2020), the present study focuses on the domains of
conscientiousness,mindset, and emotion regulation. These three domainswere identified

through an extensive literature review and discussions with ITE staff regarding critical

characteristics of effective teachers (Klassen et al., 2020). The decision to include the

personality trait conscientiousness was based on empirical evidence indicating that

teachers scoring higher on conscientiousness tend to perform better in the classroom
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(e.g., Baier et al., 2018; Kimet al., 2019).Mindsetwas chosen as one of the target attributes

because teachers’ beliefs about the nature of learning and the plasticity of student abilities
can impact on their instructional choices as well as students’ performance and self-beliefs

(e.g., Roose, Vantieghem, Vanderlinde, & Van Avermaet, 2019; Timmerman, Kuyper, &

van der Werf, 2015; Zhu, Urhahne, & Rubie-Davies, 2018). Finally, in consideration that

everyday school life is repletewith situations requiring the regulation of emotions in order

to achievebeneficial educational outcomes (Frenzel, Becker-Kurz, Pekrun,&Goetz, 2015;

Olson et al., 2019), emotion regulation was considered as a further target attribute. These

three core attributes informed the content of the SJT analysed in this study. Figure 1

shows an example of an SJT developed for teacher selection.
Previous studies using these SJT items to assess prospective teachers’ non-cognitive

attributes have, for example, demonstrated positive relations between the SJT and other

selection measures (concurrent validity, e.g., Klassen et al., 2020), hence pointing

towards the promise of expanding the current teacher selection landscape by including

SJTs. Still, the use of SJTs in teacher education is a relatively new and emerging line of

research. As subgroup differences represent a core concern for the implementation of any

selection system (Whetzel & McDaniel, 2009), investigating the potential for adverse

impact ranks high among the research priorities of studies on SJTs for teacher selection.

Subgroup differences in SJT scores

To what extent is SJT performance prone to subgroup differences? Existing studies

exploring gender differences indicate that on average, female test-takers show consis-

tently better performance thanmale test-takers on SJTs (e.g., Lievens et al., 2016;Whetzel

et al., 2008). A possible explanation for this finding, confirmed in the meta-analysis of

Whetzel et al. (2008), relates to the ‘personality load’ of an SJT; that is, the extent towhich
they correlate with personalitymeasures. Specifically, the higher the association between

an SJT and the personality traits of conscientiousness and agreeableness, the larger the

gender gap in test performance, given that females tend to report higher levels of

conscientiousness and agreeableness in comparison to males (e.g., Costa, Terracciano, &

Figure 1. Example of a situational judgment test.
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McCrae, 2001; Vecchione, Alessandri, Barbaranelli, & Caprara, 2012). So far, only two

studies with prospective teachers have gathered information on gender gaps in SJT

performance. In linewith the existing SJT literature, Klassen et al. (2020) reported gender

differences in scores on text-based SJTs (females > males). In a further study comparing
different SJT formats, gender effects have been found to be limited to the strictly text-

based SJT format, whereas scores on video-based SJTs remained unaffected by applicants’

gender (Bardach, Rushby, Kim, & Klassen, 2020). Applying a domain-perspective on the

teacher selection SJTs, onemight suspect that the presumablymore strongly ‘personality-

loaded’ SJT items designed to measure conscientiousness should be more susceptible to

gender effects than SJT items targeting other domains.

In addition to gender bias, an adverse impact in terms of ethnicity has been

documented for SJTs (e.g., Whetzel et al., 2008, here referring to ‘race’); however, it
should be stressed that the magnitude of adverse impact on minority groups of SJTs is

usually lower than those reported for cognitive ability tests (e.g., Whetzel & McDaniel,

2009). The use of video-based SJTs has been discussed as a way to decrease ethnic group

test score gaps (Chan & Schmitt, 1997). Video-based SJTs rely on video-scenes with actors

or animated characters to replace text content (e.g., Fröhlich et al., 2017; Juster et al.,

2019). It has in fact been demonstrated that minority group members were less

disadvantaged when video-based SJTs instead of text-based SJTs were employed (Chan &

Schmitt, 1997). However, in a recent study with prospective teachers addressing the
adverse impact of SJTs, ethnicity effects occurred in all of the three investigated SJT

conditions (video-based with text, video-based without text, and text-based) (Bardach

et al., 2020). This study relied on an overall SJT score rather than examining separate

domains,whichmight have clouded our understanding regarding the impact of SJT format

on subgroupperformance. For example, Roth, Bobko, and Buster (2013) divided SJTs on a

construct-level and found that SJTs assigned to an ‘interpersonal category’ disadvantaged

Black participants (vs.White participants) to a lesser extent. Given that all of the SJT items

developed for teacher selection represent challenging social situations, however, other
mechanisms may be relevant for the current study. Specifically, considering that

personality differences between ethnic groups tend to be negligible (e.g., Foldes, Duehr,

& Ones, 2008; Ones & Anderson, 2002), it is plausible that smaller ethnicity effects might

emerge for the domain of conscientiousness reflecting individual differences in the

personality trait of conscientiousness, and stronger effects for mindset and emotion

regulation.

Furthermore, it can be argued that in any (selection) test situation, socio-economic

hardships place applicants in disadvantaged positions, as theymay have had less access to
education in the past, less support from home, or face financial barriers interfering with

(higher) education pathways and career choices (e.g., Crosnoe & Muller, 2014; Griffin &

Hu, 2015). It is thus not surprising that SJT scores have been found to be influenced by SES

in prior research, even though the effects were considerably smaller in size compared to

those observed for cognitive tests (e.g., Lievens et al., 2016).Until now, the effect of SES on

SJT performance has not yet been explored in research on teacher selection, suggesting a

need for empirical investigations to take up this issue.

Lastly, although prior research has provided vital insights into subgroup differences in
SJT scores, the lion’s share of research has focused on main effects on SJT performance.

Subgroup memberships, however, may interact in a more complex manner than can be

capturedwhenonly estimatingmain effects. For instance, does identifying as amale and as

a member from an ethnic minority group put an applicant in greater risk of achieving a

lower score on an SJT task? Answering this, and related questions, requires researchers to
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shift their focus from a sole consideration of themain effects of subgroup variables such as

gender, ethnicity, and SES, to also investigating interactions among these predictors (see

e.g., Griffin & Hu, 2015).

The present study

The purpose of this study was to examine in more depth whether gender, ethnicity, and

SES are related to prospective teachers’ SJT performance, and whether exploring the

interaction of these factors can further contribute to our understanding of potential

subgroup differences. In a first set of analyses, we investigated main effects of gender,

ethnicity, and SES on overall SJT scores: Do ethnicity, SES, and gender predict SJT

performance (Research Question 1)? We assumed that ethnicity would have an effect on
SJT performance, withmembers frommajority groups scoring higher thanmembers from

minority groups (e.g., Whetzel et al., 2008, Hypothesis 1), and that SES would affect SJT

scores, favouring applicants from a higher SES background (e.g., Lievens et al., 2016,

Hypothesis 2). Moreover, we expected that gender would influence SJT performance,

with females outperformingmales (e.g., Klassen et al., 2020,Hypothesis 3), given that the

majority of SJT items employed in this studywere text-based (see section onMeasures). As

a next step, we explored interactions between the three individual difference variables in

the prediction of SJT scores (ResearchQuestion 2).Whereas themain effects addressed in
research question 1only provide insights into thepresence of subgroupdifferences across

all different subgroups, studying interactions offers more differentiated insights (e.g.,

gender may only have an effect for those from a low(er) SES background etc.). In addition

to the interactions between each pair of individual difference variables (gender and SES,

gender and ethnicity, ethnicity and SES), we included a three-way interaction to provide

comprehensive information. A significant three-way interaction would indicate that, for

example, the interaction between gender and SES depends on the levels of the third

variable ethnicity, in that gender may only have an effect for those from a low(er) SES
background in the presence of ethnic minority group membership. Please note that we

did not specify concrete hypotheses for the interactions, given that this is the first study in

the teacher education context to investigate interactions.

Second, we revisited the effects of, and the interplay between, SES, gender, and

ethnicity in predicting SJT performance, but relied on separate SJT domain scores

(conscientiousness, emotion regulation, andmindset) to uncover potentially differentiated

effects for these three target attributes.We thus asked:Doethnicity, SES, andgenderpredict

SJT performance in the domains of conscientiousness, emotion regulation, and mindset
(ResearchQuestion3,maineffects across all different subgroups)? Itwashypothesized that

SES, gender, and ethnicity should be related to SJT performance,with advantages for ethnic

majority group members (Hypothesis 4), applicants from a high(er) SES background

(Hypothesis 5), and for females (Hypothesis 6). Furthermore, while it stands to reason that

gender effects emerge for all three domains, they might be stronger for conscientiousness

than formindset and emotion regulation. Females report higher levels of conscientiousness

thanmales (e.g., Costa et al., 2001; Vecchione et al., 2012),whichmight also be reflected in

the scoring patterns for SJTs assessing conscientiousness (Whetzel et al., 2008). On the
other hand, the advantage of ethnicmajority groupmembership could probably be smaller

for the more ‘personality-loaded’ conscientiousness SJT than for mindset and emotion

regulation, as personality differences between ethnic groups appear to be negligible (e.g.,

Foldes et al., 2008). Finally, given that this studywas the first to explore the potential value

of studying interactions among individual difference variables in predicting separate SJT
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domains, we did not feel confident enough to formulate specific hypotheses regarding

interactions and conducted exploratory analyses in that regard.We therefore asked: Do the

interactions between gender and ethnicity, the interaction between gender and SES, the

interaction between ethnicity and SES, and the three-way interaction predict SJT
performance for the three domains (Research Question 4)?

Method

Sample and procedure

The sample of this study comprised of 2,808 prospective teachers (mean age =
26.83 years, SD = 8.02). The participants responded to the SJT as part of the initial stage

of selection into a teacher education programme in the United Kingdom which prepares

students to becomeprimary and secondary education teachers in a range of subjects. All of

the participants had successfully completed the eligibility check for teacher training in the

United Kingdom (e.g., acceptable A-level examination results in relevant subjects and an

undergraduate degree [at level 2:1 or better] in a relevant teaching subject, see Klassen

et al., 2020 for a more detailed description) prior to completing the SJT. The SJT was a

component of the next hurdle, the online application process, and the participants
completed the SJT at their convenience on the device of their choice. As participants

completed the SJT as part of the initial screening phase of the application process and had

not previously been assessed by another selection measure apart from the eligibility

check, range restriction concerns were minimized, representing a considerable strength

to the current study. Typically, studies on subgroup differences are based on incumbent

samples, which have gone through an extensive selection process prior to entering the

organization or study programme. As such, effect sizes from studies on incumbent

samples tend to be downwardly biased. Incumbents have been selected for their job or
study programme either by the specific selection measure under investigation (direct

range restriction) or other selection measures correlated with the selection measure of

interest (indirect range restriction). Consequently, applicant samples are more likely to

contain lower scoring applicants, whereas incumbent samples are more likely to consist

of higher scoring applicants. When incumbent samples are analysed, direct or indirect

range restriction can thus give raise to substantially underestimated subgroup difference

estimates (Bobko & Roth, 2013; Herde, Lievens, Jackson, Shalfrooshan, & Roth, 2019;

Roth, Le, Oh, Van Iddekinge, & Robbins, 2017).
In total, 55.9% of the participants identified as beingWhite, 11.4% as Asian (e.g., Asian

or Asian British – Pakistani), 7.4% as Black (e.g., Black or Black British – African), 2.9% as

multiple ethnic groups, 2.8% as other ethnic groups (e.g., other Asian background), and

20.6 chose the option ‘prefer not to say’ or did not respond to the question asking them to

indicate their ethnicity. Moreover, 54.4% identified as female, 30.3% as male, 0.5% as non-

binary, and 14.9% chose the option ‘prefer not to say’ or did not respond to the question.

Finally, with regard to SES status, 11.8% of the applicants had received free school meals

(FSM), 4.7% had received education maintenance allowance (EMA), 4.7% reported
receiving both, and 52.6% had not previously been in receipt of FSM or EMA (26.1% chose

not to specify). FSME refers to when students were in compulsory education (primary or

secondary school). Students were eligible for FSM if their parents received benefits (e.g.,

Universal Credit, Income Support) or earned under a certain amount per year. Educational

Maintenance Allowance was for 16–19 years old students in further education (e.g.,

college or sixth form completing A-levels, vocational subjects).
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All stages of the researchwere reviewed and approved by the authors’ university ethics

review board and by the selection and recruitment team at the teacher education

provider. The authors of the present article are neither formally affiliatedwith the teacher

educationprovider in question, norwere they involved inmaking selectiondecisions. The
data for this studywere gathered as part of the extensive pilot testing of the SJT and the SJT

was not used for selection decisions.

Measures

SJTs

The SJT analysed in this study comprised 11 items; four items evaluated the target domains

of mindset and emotion management, respectively, and the remaining three SJT items

measured conscientiousness. The majority of the SJT items relied on a text-based format,

but one video-based SJT was included for each domain (resulting in a total of eight text-

based and three video-based SJT items). Considering that previous research has shown
that SJT presentation format can affect the presence of gender effects in SJT performance

(Bardach et al., 2020), itwas important to ensure that the number of video-based scenarios

did not differ between domains.

Each scenario had four response options. Accordingly, applicants were asked to rate

the appropriateness of each of the options, from (1) appropriate to (4) inappropriate, in

considerationofwhat a beginning teacher shoulddo in the circumstances described in the

scenario. The scoring key was developed using a hybrid approach, which combines two

independently generated keys (see Bergman, Drasgow, Donovan, Henning, & Juraska,
2006). As such, concordance panels with subject matter experts (SMEs) in the field

determined the initial scoring key. The concordance panel included 26 teacher educators

and early career teachers (77% female; 19%ethnicminority;mean age of 31.2 years)with a

wide range of teaching subjects represented.

As a next step, revisions of the scoring key were made based upon the level of expert

agreement, itemquality, and the scoringpatterns of the top tenper cent of applicants. The

scoring followed the scoring system described by Patterson, Ashworth, and Good (2013),

wherepoints are allocatedbased on the extent towhichparticipants’ responses alignwith
the established scoring key. For instance, if an applicant’s response was in direct

alignment with the scoring key, they were allocated three points, if their answer was one

position away, they were allocated two points, if their answer was two positions away,

they were allocated one point, and no points were awarded for answers three positions

away. Therefore, therewere 12 points available for each scenario (4 response options × 3

maximum points) equating to a total available score of 132 (11 scenarios × 12 maximum

points). The reliability coefficients (Cronbach’s alpha) for the SJT were .59, and the

reliability coefficients for the sub-domains were .44 for mindset, .32 for conscientious-
ness, and .43 for emotion regulation. Researchers used toworkwith ‘classical’ Likert scale

type survey items (e.g., personality measures) might consider these coefficients as low;

however, our reliability estimates are aligned with typical SJT reliability estimates (e.g.,

Campion, Ployhart, & MacKenzie, 2014; Lievens & Sackett, 2006). Because they are

multidimensional, SJTs almost always manifest lower internal consistency reliability than

do other constructs such as personality survey scales or cognitive ability measures (e.g.,

Ployhart & McKenzie, 2011).
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Other measures

The participants responded to questions asking them to indicate their gender, ethnicity,

and SES status. For this study, we created the following dummy-coded categories for each

of the three variables: (1) gender (0 = female, 1 = male), (2) ethnicity (0 = majority
group, that is, White background, 1 = minority group, that is, participants from all other

backgrounds), (3) home SES background (0 = high(er) SES status, that is, those

participants who indicated that they had neither received FSM nor EMA, 1 = low(er)

SES status, that is, those participants who reported having been eligible for FSM, EMA, or

both). We decided to use these broader categories instead of more fine-grained ones, as

some categories were under-represented (e.g., only a very small number of participants

indicated having received both free school meals and educational maintenance

allowance). With regards to ethnicity, a recent study in the context of teacher selection
(Bardach et al., 2020) used the same categories and we have mirrored this for the sake of

consistency and comparability.

Statistical analyses

All analyses were performed using the statistical software Mplus (version 8.2; Muthén &

Muthén, 1998–2010) and relied on the robust maximum likelihood estimator (MLR)

implemented in Mplus. MLR statistically corrects standard errors and chi-square test
statistics for the departures from normality, meaning that non-normal distribution of the

dependent variable cannot bias the findings (Muthén, Muthén, & Asparouhov, 2016). We

estimated two regression models (Models 1a and 1b) for composite SJT scores as

outcomes and two moderated regression models (Models 2a and 2b) for SJT domains as

outcomes. Model 1a and 2a included main effects of gender, ethnicity, and SES to

investigatewhether these variables affect SJT performance.Models 1b and 2b additionally

included the interactions between each pair of individual difference variables to gain

insights into whether effects differed depending on specific combinations of subgroup
membership, as well as the three-way interaction. It should be noted that the effects of

gender, ethnicity, and SES in Model 1b and 2b are conditional main effects and should be

interpreted as such; for example, a negative effect of gender (gender: female = 0,

male = 1; a negative effectsmeans thatmales score lower than females) solely pertains for

those who come from an ethnic majority background (ethnicity: majority group

member = 0, minority group member = 1) and have a high(er) SES background (SES:

higher SES background = 0, lower SES background = 1). Similarly, the effect of ethnicity,

with ethnic minority group members (coded as 1) scoring lower than ethnic majority
groupmembers (coded as 0), refers to thosewho are females (coded as 0) and come froma

higher SES background (coded as 0). We relied on manifest mean SJT scores in both

models and the measures of gender, ethnicity, and SES consisted of single indicators.

Figure 2 shows Model 1b and Model 2b.

We report unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the main effects and the

interactions. The standardized coefficients can be interpreted according to Cohen’s

guidelines (Cohen, 1988), with values over .10, .30, and .50 reflecting small, moderate,

and large effect sizes, respectively. All significance testing was performed at the .05 level.
In our study, the amount of missing data on the item level ranged between 0% and 26.1%.

Full information maximum likelihood estimation (FIML; Enders, 2010) was used to deal

withmissing data. Because all of themissing datawere on predictor variables and because

Mplus would automatically apply listwise deletion in this case, we mentioned the

predictors’ variances in the Mplus MODEL command. This brings the predictors into the
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models as dependent variables and allows them to be taken into account for FIML.
However, even though this approach is widely used, some ambiguities remain as

distributional assumptions are made about the predictors (e.g., multivariate normality).

We therefore also ran all analyses using only complete cases. The same pattern of

significant and non-significant results as in the main analyses emerged. These additional

results can be obtained from the first author via request.

Results

Table 1 displays the descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation) for SJT overall scores

and SJT domain scores as well as bivariate correlations between all variables.

Figure 2. Graphical representation of Model 1b and Model 2b: Gender, ethnicity, SES, and interactions

between all variables predicting SJT composite scores (Model 1b, left side) and gender, SES, and

interactions between all variables predicting scores on the three SJT domains conscientiousness, mindset,

and emotion regulation (Model 2b, right side).

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of SJT scores and bivariate correlations between the variables

investigated in the study

Variable 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

1. SJT composite score

2. SJT domain conscientiousness .65

3. SJT domain mindset .71 .19

4. SJT domain emotion regulation .75 .24 .30

5. Gender −.09 −.08 −.03 −.06
6. Ethnicity −.29 −.14 −.22 −.24 −.00
7. SES .05 .02 .03 .04 −.01 .20

M 108.89 28.71 40.43 40.28

SD 6.29 2.77 3.00 3.14

Notes. SJT = situational judgement test; SES = socio-economic Status; gender was coded as a

dichotomous variable with 0 = female and 1 = male; ethnicity was coded as a dichotomous variable

with 0 = majority and 1 = minority; SES was coded as a dichotomous variable with 0 = high(er) SES

background and 1 = low(er) SES background; statistically significant correlation coefficient at α = .05 are

boldface.
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Table 2 shows all standardized and unstandardized regression coefficients for Model

1a and Model 2a (models without interactions, Model 1a: SJT composite score, Model 2a:

SJT domain scores), and Table 3 shows all standardized and unstandardized regression

coefficients for Model 1b and Model 2b (models including interactions, Model 1b: SJT
composite score, Model 2b: SJT domain scores).

The results ofModel 1a (see Table 2) revealed that ethnicity significantly predicted SJT

performance (SJT composite score), with members from ethnic majority groups

performing better than members from minority groups (standardized bβ = −.293,
p < .01). Moreover, we found a significant effect of gender (standardized bβ= −.086,
p < .01) and no significant effect of SES (standardizedbβ = .045, p > .05) on SJT scores.

InModel 1b (see Table 3) additionally including the interactions, the conditional main

effect of ethnicity (ethnicity = 0 vs. 1, gender = 0, SES = 0)was significant (standardized
bβ = −.271, p < .01). The conditional main effect of gender (gender = 0 vs. 1,

ethnicity = 0, SES = 0) was not significant (standardized bβ = −.034, p > .05). The

conditional main effect of SES (SES = 0 vs. 1, gender = 0, ethnicity = 0) did not attain

statistical significance (standardized bβ = .05, p > .05). Furthermore, the interaction

between ethnicity and gender proved significant (standardizedbβ = −.130, p < .01) and

indicated that the gender effect changed if ethnicity was additionally considered.

Specifically, a gender effect occurred such that males performed lower than females for

those with ethnic minority group membership. The other two interactions (gender and
SES, ethnicity and SES) were not significant (standardized bβ = −.011, p > .05, and

standardizedbβ = .069,p > .05, respectively). Similarly, the three-way interactionwas not

significant (standardizedbβ = .046, p > .05).

In Model 2a focusing on the three different domains (see Table 2), ethnicity

significantly predicted SJT scores in the domain of conscientiousness (standardized

Table 2. Regression Models 1a and 2a: Unstandardized and standardized estimates of all effects

Effects Unstandardized estimates (SE) Standardized estimates (SE)

Model 1a: SJT composite score

Gender → SJT scores −1.119 (0.272) −0.086 (0.021)

Ethnicity → SJT scores −3.941 (0.309) −0.293 (0.021)

SES → SJT scores 0.629 (0.322) 0.045 (0.023)

Model 2a: Domain conscientiousness

Gender → SJT scores −0.494 (0.120) −0.085 (0.021)

Ethnicity → SJT scores −0.868 (0.127) −0.146 (0.021)

SES → SJT scores 0.149 (0.138) 0.024 (0.022)

Model 2a: Domain Mindset

Gender → SJT scores −0.194 (0.131) −0.031 (0.021)
Ethnicity → SJT scores −1.452 (0.148) −0.227 (0.022)

SES → SJT scores 0.187 (0.157) 0.028 (0.024)

Model 2a: Domain emotion regulation

Gender → SJT scores −0.411 (0.135) −0.063 (0.021)

Ethnicity → SJT scores −1.650 (0.156) −0.245 (0.022)

SES → SJT scores 0.299 (0.159) 0.043 (0.023)

Notes. Moderated regression results with n = 2,808. SE = standard error; gender was coded as a

dichotomous variable with 0 = female and 1 = male; Ethnicity was coded as a dichotomous variable with

0 = majority and 1 = minority; SES was coded as a dichotomous variable with 0 = high(er) SES

background and 1 = low(er) SES background; statistically significant results at α = .05 are boldface.
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bβ = −.146, p < .01, with ethnic majority group members > ethnic minority group

members). Gender also significantly predicted conscientiousness scores (standardized

bβ = −.085, p < .01, females > males). There was no significant effect of SES on

conscientiousness scores (standardized bβ = .024, p > .05). For mindset, the results
showed ethnicity effects (standardized bβ = −.227, p < .01, ethnic majority group

members > ethnic minority group members), but no effects of gender and SES

(standardized bβ = −.031, p > .05, and standardized bβ = .028, p > .05, respectively).

Ethnicity (lower scores for ethnic minority groupmembers) and gender (lower scores for

males) significantly predicted emotion management SJT scores (standardizedbβ = −.245,

Table 3. Moderated regression Models 1b and 2b: Unstandardized and standardized estimates of all

effects

Effects

Unstandardized

estimates (SE)

Standardized

estimates (SE)

Model 1b: SJT composite score

Gender → SJT scores −0.443 (0.350) −0.034 (0.027)
Ethnicity → SJT scores −3.646 (0.491) −0.271 (0.035)

SES → SJT scores 0.074 (0.477) 0.005 (0.034)

Gender × Ethnicity → SJT scores −2.573 (0.951) −0.130 (0.048)

Gender × SES → SJT scores −0.244 (0.819) −0.011 (0.039)
Ethnicity × SES → SJT scores 1.295 (0.868) 0.069 (0.046)

Ethnicity × Gender × SES → SJT scores 1.375 (1.563) 0.046 (0.052)

Model 2b: Domain conscientiousness

Gender → SJT scores −0.149 (0.165) −0.026 (0.029)
Ethnicity → SJT scores −0.648 (0.198) −0.109 (0.033)

SES → SJT scores 0.233 (0.207) 0.038 (0.034)

Gender × Ethnicity → SJT scores −0.983 (0.379) −0.112 (0.043)

Gender × SES → SJT scores 0.011 (0.361) −0.068 (0.040)
Ethnicity × SES → SJT scores 0.365 (0.299) 0.001 (0.043)

Ethnicity × Gender × SES → SJT scores 1.057 (0.657) 0.079 (0.049)

Model 2b: Domain mindset

Gender → SJT scores 0.138 (0.171) 0.022 (0.027)

Ethnicity → SJT scores −1.285 (0.233) −0.201 (0.036)

SES → SJT scores −0.049 (0.243) −0.007 (0.037)
Gender × Ethnicity → SJT scores −1.200 (0.447) −0.127 (0.047)

Gender × SES → SJT scores −0.085 (0.404) −0.008 (0.040)
Ethnicity × SES → SJT scores 0.581 (0.404) 0.065 (0.045)

Ethnicity × Gender × SES → SJT scores 0.463 (0.742) 0.032 (0.052)

Model 2b: Domain emotion regulation

Gender → SJT scores −0.424 (0.174) −0.065 (0.027)

Ethnicity → SJT scores −1.754 (0.260) −0.261 (0.038)

SES → SJT scores −0.123 (0.226) −0.018 (0.033)
Gender × Ethnicity → SJT scores −0.369 (0.461) −0.037 (0.046)
Gender × SES → SJT scores 0.528 (0.418) 0.050 (0.039)

Ethnicity × SES → SJT scores 0.736 (0.437) 0.078 (0.046)

Ethnicity × Gender × SES → SJT scores −0.206 (0.780) −0.014 (0.052)

Notes. Moderated regression results with n = 2,808. SE = standard error; gender was coded as a

dichotomous variable with 0 = female and 1 = male; ethnicity was coded as a dichotomous variable with

0 = majority and 1 = minority; SES was coded as a dichotomous variable with 0 = high(er) SES

background and 1 = low(er) SES background; statistically significant results at α = .05 are boldface.
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p < .01, and standardized bβ = −.063, p < .01, respectively). SES did not significantly

predict mindset scores (standardizedbβ = .043, p > .05).

In Model 2b (see Table 3) including the interactions, for conscientiousness, the

conditional main effect of ethnicity was significant (standardizedbβ = −.109, p < .01),
whereas the conditionalmain effects of gender (standardizedbβ = −.026,p > .05) and SES

(standardizedbβ = .038, p > .05) were not significant. A significant interaction between

gender and ethnicity emerged, with gender effects (males < females) increasing in the

presence of ethnic minority group membership (standardizedbβ = −.112, p < .01). The

interactions between gender and SES and ethnicity and SES were not significant

(standardizedbβ = −.068, p > .05, and standardizedbβ = .001, p > .05, respectively). The

three-way interaction did not significantly predict SJT conscientiousness scores

(standardizedbβ = .079, p > .05). With regard to mindset SJT performance, we obtained
a significant conditional main effect of ethnicity (standardizedbβ = −.201, p < .01), and

no significant conditional main effects of gender and SES (standardizedbβ = .022, p > .05,

and standardizedbβ = −.007,p > .05, respectively). As for conscientiousness, thefindings

indicated a significant interaction between gender and ethnicity (standardizedbβ = −.127,
p < .01). The interactions between gender and SES (bβ = −.008, p > .05), ethnicity and

SES (bβ = .065, p > .05), as well as the three-way interaction (bβ = .032, p > .05) were not

significant. Finally, for emotion regulation, the findings revealed a significant conditional

main effect for ethnicity (standardizedbβ = −.261, p < .01), and gender (standardized
bβ = −.065, p < .05), but not for SES (standardized bβ = −.018, p > .05). None of the

interactions reached statistical significance (ethnicity and gender: standardized

bβ = −.037, p > .05, gender and SES: standardizedbβ = .050, p > .05, SES and ethnicity:

standardizedbβ = .078, p > .05, three-way interaction: standardizedbβ = −.014, p > .05).

Discussion

Despite the widely acknowledged importance of reducing subgroup differences in

selection test scores to ensure equal access to education and relatedly, equal employment

opportunities (e.g., Griffin & Hu, 2015), little is known about subgroup differences in SJT

performance in the context of teacher selection. The present work therefore addressed

adverse impact in terms of gender, ethnicity, and SES, considering both main effects and

interactions and relying on overall SJT scores as well as domain-specific scores. With

regard to main effects on SJT overall scores (Model 1a, Research Question 1), we found
that males experienced a significant adverse impact (Hypothesis 3). This result is in

accordance with our hypothesis suggesting that females would outperform males, meta-

analytic findings (Whetzel et al., 2008), and the study by Klassen et al. (2020) with a text-

based teacher selection SJT. It does not alignwith the findings of Bardach et al. (2020)who

did not find any gender differences in conditions with video-based SJT items as compared

to a text-based SJT condition. Whether the presence of gender effects in our study might

thus be due to the fact that only three video-based SJTswere included – in addition to text-
based ones – needs to be further clarified in future studies. In light of the higher costs
involved in creating video-based SJTs, a related and practically relevant research question

then becomes ‘how many video SJTs are enough to avoid adverse impact in terms of

gender?’. Potential spillover effects could also be worth investigating, as the ratio of text

vs. video-based SJTs might be less important than the fact that there are a certain number

of video SJTs included.
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Furthermore, our results indicated the known effects of ethnicity on SJT scores (e.g.,

Whetzel et al., 2008), whereby members from ethnic majority groups outperform

members from ethnic minority groups (Hypothesis 1). This finding reinforces serious

concerns and has important implications for future research related to investigating and
appropriately modifying existing SJT test content and formats to ensure that ethnic

minority group members are not adversely impacted by the use of SJTs for teacher

selection (e.g., Lievens et al., 2008; Roth et al., 2013). On a more general level, a further

important avenue for future research would be to test whether SJTs measure the same

competencies across different ethnic groups. On the other hand, this study did not

confirm that applicants who had been socio-economically less advantaged scored lower

on the SJT than those from high(er) SES backgrounds (Hypothesis 2, e.g., Lievens et al.,

2016). This is a positive finding; however, as this is the first study shedding light on SES as a
potential predictor of SJT performance in the teacher education context, further studies

are needed to investigate the robustness of our results. Thereby,we envision these studies

should employ a range of SES proxies, given that different results might be obtained

depending on themeasurement of SES (e.g., Festin, Thomas, Ekberg, &Kristenson, 2017).

Re-estimating the model including interactions (Model 1b, Research Question 2)

revealed several noteworthy findings that change the interpretation of the main effect

reported above. First, in this model, differentiated gender effects were shown (i.e., the

negative conditional main effect of gender predicting SJT scores was not significant),
whereas the effect of ethnicity on SJT performance and the effect of SES on SJT

performance remained significant and non-significant, respectively. Second, analysing the

interplay between the three individual difference variables in forecasting SJT scores

indicated a significant interaction between gender and ethnicity. Hence, gender effects

(males performing less well than females) increased and became significant in the

presence of ethnic minority group membership. No significant effects were reported for

the interaction between SES and gender, ethnicity and SES, and the three-way interaction.

The significant interaction between ethnicity and gender found in this study, however,
yields important new knowledge on subgroup differences in SJT scores and points

towards a group at risk of performing poorly on the SJT. Prior studies solely investigated

whether being male or identifying as ethnic minority group member affects SJT scores in

isolation from each other. By contrast, our study shows that it is the combination that

matters and that can be linked to lower overall SJT performance.

In conclusion, our results for the overall SJT scores are of high relevance, particularly if

we consider that selection decisions usually draw on composite scores. Still, the reliance

on overall instead of domain-specific scores potentially masks meaningful hetero-
geneities. Following calls for more construct-driven perspectives on SJTs (e.g., Roth et al.,

2013; also see e.g. Lievens, 2017), we therefore also ran all analyses using scores on

mindset, conscientiousness, and emotion regulation as outcomes.

The results for the separate domains from Model 2a (Research Question 3, main

effects) revealed that significant small gender effects (females > males)were restricted to

conscientiousness and emotion regulation, thus only partially supporting our assump-

tions that gender should be related to SJT scores in all domains (Hypothesis 6).

Interestingly, and alignedwith prior research indicating that females describe themselves
as more conscientious than males (e.g., Costa et al., 2001; Vecchione et al., 2012),

conscientiousness was one of the two dimensions significantly impacted by gender

effects. We obtained an effect for SJTs focusing on emotion regulation too, which could

probably be traced back to gender differences in the way emotions are managed, and

emotion management skills and strategies (for a review on gender and emotion
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management in the teacher domain, see e.g., Olson et al., 2019). Moreover, in accordance

with the findings for SJT overall scores, low(er) SES background was not related to

performance decrements in any of the domains, thus contradicting our hypothesis

(Hypothesis 5). As hypothesized, however, ethnicity was significantly related to SJT
scores in all three domains (majority group members > minority group members,

Hypothesis 4). In addition, stronger ethnicity effects occurred for the less personality-

focused domains of mindset and emotion regulation than for conscientiousness.

In Model 2b, which was set up to investigate interactions and their effects on SJT

dimensions (Research Question 4), all conditional main effects for ethnicity and none of

the conditional main effects for SES was significant. Moreover, we found a significant

conditional main effect for gender only for the emotion regulation SJT. As was the case

with overall SJT performance, neither the two interactions involving SES (gender and SES,
ethnicity and SES) nor the three-way interaction turned out to be significant. Importantly,

however, the interaction between gender and ethnicity attained statistical significance for

conscientiousness andmindset, whichmirrored the interaction found for SJT total scores.

Significant gender effects in terms of increased disadvantages formaleswere coupledwith

belonging to an ethnic minority group. The reason why no such interaction emerged for

emotion regulation cannot be confidently answered based on the current study and data.

For example, it could be that for this specific group, some of the content covered in the

conscientiousness andmindsetmay bemore difficult to solve, irrelevant, or disconnected
from their own prior educational experiences, thus leading to lower performance. It may

also be that the male applicants with ethnic minority background in our sample

approached the tasks of these two domains in a different way that is not necessarily

‘wrong’ but simply less alignedwith the scoring key.Clearly, this and related issues remain

to bemore deeply explored in future research. Nonetheless, as a first study on interactions

between three key individual difference variables (gender, ethnicity, SES), the findings for

separate domains are particularly enlightening. Even though they share some common-

alities with the result based on overall SJT scores (e.g., main effects and conditional main
effects for ethnicity), they also indicate construct-specific patterns.

Limitations and future lines of research

A salient limitation of our study is that we focused on the measurement technique of SJTs

and did not include data from other tests or other data sources than applicants (e.g.,

interview evaluation scores). Future research should therefore expand our work by

focusing on a range of selection methods. Second, our study is inherently limited by its
cross-sectional nature. Employing designs with repeated measurements could yield

pivotal further insights, for instance on the temporal stability of subgroup differences in

SJT scores or on relations between SJT performance at the day of selection into the

programme and competence-related developmental trajectories over the course of

teacher education, which might differ depending on subgroup membership. Third, it

would be beneficial to use more fine-grained categorizations of individual difference

variables. However, this was not possible in the present study due to the small number of

participants from certain subgroups. Fourth, researchers used to work with ‘classical’
survey scales might point out that the reliability coefficients in our study are rather low,

particularly for conscientiousness. Nevertheless, our reliability estimates are consistent

with mean reliability estimates for the SJT format. SJTs typically demonstrate low internal

consistency as they present multidimensional situations and response options (e.g.,

Campion et al., 2014; Lievens & Sackett, 2006).
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Conclusions

In this paper, we presented the first study using SJTs that comprehensively investigated
adverse impact in the context of teacher selection, focusing on gender, ethnicity, and SES.

While our results converge with some previous research, for instance with regard to the

effects of ethnicity (e.g., Whetzel et al., 2008; for SJTs in teacher selection research see

Bardach et al., 2020), they also extend thinking about adverse impacts for SJT

performance. In general, our results affirm the notion that exploring interactions in

addition to main effects deepens our understanding of subgroup effects and holds

important implications for selection practice. Moreover, we believe that the approach of

focusing on SJT domains needs to be scrutinized in future teacher selection studies as the
differentiated pattern of findings for domain-level vs. overall SJT scores obtained in our

study imparts some confidence on the usefulness of studying separate domains.
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